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2.2  Search 

Search is  

start/root 

 search 

 search 

 search 

the systematic examination of states to find path from the  state 

to the goal state. 

usually results from a lack of knowledge. 

explores knowledge alternatives to arrive at the best answer.  

algorithm output is a solution, ie, a path from the initial state to 

a state that satisfies the goal test. 

 
For general-purpose problem solving : "Search" is an approach. 

 search deals with finding nodes having certain properties in a graph that  

represents search space. 

 search methods explore the search space "intelligently", evaluating  

possibilities without investigating every single possibility. 

 
Example : Search tree 

The search trees are multilevel indexes used to guide the search for data  

items, given some search criteria. 

Fig. Tree Search. 

The search starts at root and  

explores nodes looking for  a 

goal node, that satisfies  

certain conditions depending  

on the problem. 

For some problems, any goal  

node, N or J , is acceptable; 

For other problems, it may  

be a minimum depth goal  

node, say J which is nearest  

to root. 
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• Search Algorithms  :  

Many traditional search algorithms are used in AI applications. For complex  

problems, the traditional algorithms are unable to find the solution within  

some practical time and space limits. Consequently, many special techniques  

are developed, using heuristic functions  .  

 
The algorithms that use heuristic functions are called heuristic algorithms. 

 Heuristic algorithms are not really intelligent; they appear to be intelligent  

because they achieve better performance. 

 Heuristic  algorithms  are more efficient because they take advantage of   

feedback from the data to direct the search path. 

 Uninformed search algorithms or Brute-force algorithms search, through 

the search space, all possible candidates for the solution checking whether  

each candidate satisfies the problem's statement. 

 Informed search algorithms use heuristic functions, that are specific to the  

problem, apply them to guide the search through the search space to try  

to reduce the amount of time spent in searching. 

A good heuristic can make an informed search dramatically out-perform any  

uninformed search. For example, the Traveling  Salesman Problem (TSP)  

where the goal is to find a good solution instead of finding the best solution. 

In TPS like problems, the search proceeds using current information about  

the problem to predict which path is closer to the goal and follow it, although  

it does not always guarantee to find the best possible solution. Such  

techniques help in finding a solution within reasonable time and space. 

Some prominent intelligent search algorithms are stated below. 

1. Generate and Test Search 

2. Best-first Search 

3. Greedy Search 

4. A* Search 

5. Constraint Search 

6. Means-ends analysis 

There are more algorithms, either an improvement or combinations of these. 



• 
  

Hierarchical Representation of Search Algorithms 

A representation of most search algorithms is  illustrated below. It begins  

with two types of search - Uninformed and Informed. 

Uninformed Search : Also called blind, exhaustive or brute-force search,  

uses no information about the problem to guide the search and therefore  

may not be very efficient. 

Informed Search : Also called heuristic or intelligent search, uses  

information about the problem to guide the search, usually guesses the  

distance to a goal state and therefore efficient, but the search may not be  

always possible. 

Fig. Different Search Algorithms 
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• Search Space 

Fig. Search Space 

 Initial  State S 

 Goal State G 

 Nodes  represent cities 

 Arcs represent distances 
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A set of all states , which can be reached, constitute a search space. 

This is obtained by applying some combination of operators defining their  

connectivity. 

 
Example  :  

Find route from Start to Goal state. 

Consider the vertices as city and the edges as distances. 

4 4 
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AI - Search and Control strategies 

• Formal Statement  :  

Problem solving is a set of statements describing the desired states  

expressed in a suitable language; e.g., first-order logic. 

The solution of many problems can be described by finding a sequence of  

actions that lead to a desired goal (e.g., problems in chess and cross). 

 the aim is to find the sequence of actions that lead from  

(start) state to a final (goal) state. 

 each action changes the state. 

the initial 

A well-defined problem can be described by an example stated below. 

 
Example 

◊ Initial State: (S) 

◊ 

◊ 

◊ 

Operator or successor function : for any state x , returns s(x), the set  

of states reachable from x with one action. 

State space : all states reachable from initial by any sequence of  

actions. 

◊ Path : sequence through state space. 

◊ Path cost : function that assigns a cost to a path; 

cost of a path is the sum of costs of individual actions along the path.  

Goal state : (G) 

◊ Goal test : test to determine if at goal state. 



• Search notations 

Search is the systematic examination of states to find  path from the  start 

or root state to the goal state. The notations used for defining  search are 

 f(n) is evaluation function  

through node n. 

 h(n) is heuristic function  

node n to goal node. 

 g(n) is cost function that  

start node to node n. 

that estimates least cost solution 

that estimates least cost path from 

estimates least cost path from 

The relation among three parameters are expressed 

f (n ) =  
 

actual 

◊ If h(n) ≤ actual cost of shortest  

then  h(n)  is an under-estimate. 

path from node n to goal 

◊ The estimated values of f , g , h are expressed as , , 

= + h(n) 

Note: For easy to write, symbol 

written 

is replaced by symbol * and 

is replaced  with g* and  

is replaced  with h* 

◊  The estimates of g*  and h* are given in the next slide 

g(n) + h(n) 
 

estimate 

n Start Goal 

g(n) h(n) 

f(n) 

g h F 

f(n) g(n) 

g 

h 



• Estimate Cost Function g* 

An estimated least cost  

written  as g*(n). 

path from start node to node n, is 

◊ g* is calculated as the actual cost so far of the explored path. 

 
◊ g* is known by summing all path costs from start to current state. 

◊  If  search space is a  tree, then g* = g, because there is only one  

path from start node to current node. 

◊ In general, the search space is a graph. 

 
◊ If search space is a graph, then g* ≥ g, 

 g* can never be less than the cost of the optimal path; rather it can  

only over estimate the cost. 

 g* can be equal to g in a graph if chosen properly. 



• Estimate Heuristic Function h* 

An estimated least cost path from node n to goal node ,  is  

written  as h*(n) 

 
◊ h* is a heuristic information, it represents a guess; example  :  

"how hard it is to reach from current node to goal state  ? ."  

◊ h* may be estimated using an evaluation function f(n) that measures  

"goodness" of a node. 

◊ h* may have  

the values lie  

they mean a 

different values; 

between 0 ≤ h*(n) ≤ h(n);  

different search algorithm. 

◊ If h* = h , it is a "perfect heuristic " ; 

means no unnecessary nodes are ever expanded. 



2.3  Control Strategies 

Search for a solution in a problem space, requires "Control Strategies" to  

control the search processes. 

The search control strategies are of different types,  and are realized  by 

some specific type of "Control Structures ".  

• Strategies for search 

Some widely used control strategies for search are stated below. 

◊  Forward search : Here, the control strategies for exploring search  

proceeds forward from initial state to wards a solution; 

the methods are called data-directed. 

 
◊  Backward  search : Here, the control strategies for exploring search 

proceeds backward from a goal or final  

solvable sub problem or the initial state;  

the methods are called goal directed. 

state towards either a 

◊  Both  forward  and backward search : Here, the control  

for exploring search is a mixture of both forward and  

strategies  .  

strategies  

backward 

◊ Systematic search : Where search space is small, a systematic (but  

blind) method can be used to explore the whole search space. 

One  such  search  method  is  depth-first search and  

the other is breath-first search. 



◊ Heuristic search  :  
  

Many search depend on the knowledge of the 

problem domain. They have some measure of relative merits to guide  

the search. The search so guided are called heuristic search and the  

methods used are called heuristics  .  

Note : A heuristic search might not always find the best solution  but it 

is guaranteed to find a good solution in reasonable time. 

 
Heuristic Search Algorithms  :  

 First, generate a possible solution which can either be a point in the  

problem space or a path from the initial state. 

 Then, test to see if this possible solution is a real solution by  

comparing the state reached with the set of goal states. 

 Lastly, if it is a real solution, return, else repeat from the first again. 

38 
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More on Search Strategies : Related terms 

The  Condition-action rules and Chaining : Forward and Backward 

 
◊ Condition-action rules 

 one way  of encoding  Knowledge  is condition-action rules 

 the rules are written as if < condition> then < conclusion > 

Rule: Red_Light IF the light is red THEN Stop 

Rule: Green_Light IF the light is green THEN Go 

antecedent consequent  

◊ Chaining 

 Chaining refers to sharing conditions between rules, so that the same  

condition is evaluated once for all rules. 

 When one or more conditions are shared between rules, they are  

considered "chained". 

 Chaining are of two types : Forward and Backward chaining. 

 
 Forward chaining  is  called data-driven and 

 Backward chaining is called query-driven. 

 
◊ Activation of Rules 

 The Forward chaining and Backward chaining are the two different  

strategies for activation of rules in the system. 

 Forward and Backward chaining are some techniques for drawing 

inferences from Rule base. 

  



• Forward Chaining Algorithm 

Forward  chaining is a techniques  

base. Forward-chaining inference is 

 
◊ The algorithm proceeds from 

for  drawing inferences from Rule  

often called data driven. 

a given situation to a desired goal, 

adding new assertions (facts) found. 

◊ A forward-chaining, system compares data in the working memory  

against the conditions in the IF parts of the rules and determines  which 

rule to fire. 

◊ Data Driven 

a = 1 

b = 2 

if  a = 1 & b = 2 then c = 3,  

if  c = 3 then d = 4 d = 4 

◊ Example  :  Forward Channing 

■ Given : A Rule base contains following Rule set; 

Rule 1:  If A and C Then F 

Rule 2:  If A and E Then G 

Rule 3:  If B Then E 

Rule 4:  If G Then D 

■ Problem : Prove that  

If  A  and  B true Then D is true 

Conclusion Data Rules 



  

■ Solution   :   

Start with input given A, B is true and then (i) ‡ 

‡ till a rule 

(ii) ‡ 

‡ 

(iii) ‡ 

‡ 

(iv) ‡ 

‡ 

‡ 

start at Rule 1 and go forward / down  

“fires''  is found. 

First iteration  :  

Rule 3 fires : conclusion E is true  

new knowledge found 

No other rule fires;  

end of first iteration.  

Goal not found; 

new knowledge found at (ii);  

go for second iteration  

Second iteration  :  

‡ Rule 2 fires : conclusion G is true 

‡ new knowledge found 

‡ Rule 4 fires : conclusion D is true 

‡ Goal found; 

‡ Proved 

(v) 

(vi) 



Backward Chaining Algorithm 

Backward chaining is a techniques for drawing inferences from Rule base.  

Backward-chaining inference is often called goal driven. 

◊ The algorithm proceeds from desired goal, adding new assertions  

found. 

action  in the THEN  

goal. 

◊ A backward-chaining, system looks for the  

clause of the rules that matches the specified 

◊ Goal Driven 

a = 1 

b = 2 

if  a = 1 & b = 2 then c = 3,  

if  c = 3 then d = 4 d = 4 

◊ Example : Backward Channing 

◊ Given : Rule base contains following Rule set 

Rule 1:  If A and C Then F 

Rule 2:  If A and E Then G 

Rule 3:  If B Then E 

Rule 4:  If G Then D 

◊ Problem : Prove 

If A and B true Then D is true 

Conclusion Data Rules 



◊ Solution  :  

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

to prove E is true 

  

 

 ‡Start with goal ie D is true 

   ‡go backward/up  till a rule "fires'' is found. 

First iteration  :  

 ‡Rule 4 fires  :  

 ‡new sub goal to prove G is true 

 ‡go backward 

 ‡Rule 2 "fires''; conclusion: A is true 

‡ 

‡ 

‡ 

‡ 

‡ 

new sub goal  

go backward;  

no other rule  

new sub goal  

go for second 

(iv) fires; end of first iteration.  

found at (iii); 

iteration 

Second iteration  :  

 ‡Rule 3 fires  :  

 ‡conclusion B is true (2nd input found) 

 ‡both inputs A and B ascertained 

‡ Proved 

(v) 


